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DESIGN DRIVEN, EDUCATION FOCUSED
We visit schools, meet with tech directors,  and analyze how the students 
use their technology. We then design solutions to protect and enhance each 
working scenario. 

QUALITY AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Using the highest quality materials and manufacturing processes Higher 
Ground’s proven durability may very well outlast the device it protects.

STYLE POINTS
Schools care about functional protection. Students care about looking cool.
We care about both.

SERVICE AND EXPERIENCE
Our knowledgable team works with you to understand your specific 
needs, and provide you the best solutions for your program.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE & 1/2 OFF MSRP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM 
Higher Ground’s products carry a Lifetime Guarantee against defects 
in materials and workmanship.  The replacement program provides 
an affordable way to replace aging and worn items with fresh, new 
cases.  Ask your Higher Ground rep for more information. 

Education@hggear.com                                                          (888) 662-4300

For 16 years, Higher Ground has been protecting technology from the rigors of 
students and the classroom. Higher Ground protects your gear, while making it 
more accessible, functional and easier to use.

Over 1,000,000 units deployed in schools
WHAT’S YOUR
SCENARIO?



Shuttle 3.0
 The ultimate, protective laptop workstation

Based on decades of experience protecting education 
technology, the Shuttle not only safely transports 
your laptop, it makes it easier and more accessible 
to use.  You’ll be ready for work or play anytime, 
anywhere. Your Chromebook never leaves the case, 
providing ruggedized, full-time protection while 
allowing you to work comfortably on your desk or lap.

➊  Slim, compact design makes for easy carrying 
and fits in backpacks
➋ Stiff thermoformed EVA shell and shock 
absorbing corners shield computer against 
damage.
➌ Corner straps keep computer securely held 
inside case.
➍ Carry with either the comfortable carrying 
handle or the shoulder strap(sold separately).
➎ Designed for use on your lap or desktop 
surface
➏ Removable external pocket for charger and 
accessories. (Sold Separately)
➐ ID Window for fast identification.
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Flak Jacket Plus 3.0
 The ultimate armored sleeve for your laptop

The Flak Jacket Plus 3.0 safeguards your laptop 
with the perfect balance of protection and size. 
Combining highly shock-absorbing foam with 
corrugated plastic stiffeners, the Flak Jacket Plus 
delivers complete protection in a slim, lightweight 
design.  The outside pocket provides just enough 
room for essential accessories while the ID window 
allows for quick identification.  See for yourself why 
the Flak Jacket series is one of Higher Ground’s most 
successful and popular academic solutions!

➊  Compact design fits easily into backpacks or 
other bags
➋ Internal corrugated plastic stiffeners protect 
your laptop against accidental damage.
➌ Removable adjustable shoulder strap 
included.
➍ External pocket for charger and accessories.
➎ ID Window for fast identification.
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Datakeeper 
 Work out-of-the-case laptop protection

The DataKeeper is Higher Ground’s slimmest (easily 
slips into backpacks), lightest work-from-the-case 
solution.  Since your Chromebook never leaves the 
case, it’s always protected!  The patented lid-straps 
self retract when closing, avoiding binding in the 
laptop’s hinge or catching in the zippers. The laptop 
is securely held (won’t fall out of the case) by snug 
corner straps and rubberized material below the 
computer.  Lightweight, functional and protective, 
the DataKeeper will ensure that your gear is ready 
when you are, anytime, anywhere. 

➊  Compact profile is comfortable while 
carrying or putting in backpack
➋ Patent Pending strap system keeps lid snug 
without blocking screen
➌ ID window and organizer pocket  for pens, 
phone.
➍ GripDeck and corner straps secure the laptop 
into place
➎ Offset edge protects laptop from hitting 
ground when dropped
➏ Padded carrying handle
➐ Shoulder strap connections (Shoulder strap 
sold separately)



13/14”

CAP-011GRY CAP013/14GRY 

Capsule
 Sleek armored laptop sleeve

The Capsule protects your gear with the 
perfect balance of size and strength.  Incredibly 
compact, yet tough and protective.  Great for 
extra backpack protection or use on it’s own.  
An optional shoulder strap and power pocket 
are also available.  

➊  Slim design slips easily into backpacks
➋ Secure, zippered opening provides easy and 
quick access while carrying or in backpack  
➌ Optional power pocket for charger and 
accessories  (Sold Separately)
➍ ID Window for quick identification.
➎ Optional shoulder strap (Sold Separately)
➏ Area for school logo (optional screen printing) 
(Printable area: 2.75” tall by 3.5” wide)
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Shuttle 3.0

The stylish Shuttle 3.0 allows you to work 
comfortably from your lap or any desk surface 
without the need to remove your computer. It’s 
slim design easily fits in backpacks and lockers. 
Full-time protection is provided while using, 
carrying and storing. 

The Datakeeper allows you to carry your laptop 
as you would any other book. Working directly 
out of the case, the DataKeeper provides full-time 
protection and usability.

DataKeeper

The Capsule protects your gear with the perfect 
balance of size and strength.  Incredibly compact, 
yet tough and protective.  Great for extra backpack 
protection or use on it’s own.  An optional shoulder 
strap and power pocket are also available.  

Capsule

Chromebook Solutions

DTK011

STL3.0-11GRY STL3.0-13GRY STL3.0-14GRY

13/14”

CAP-011GRY CAP013/14GRY 
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The top loading Vert is a simple and elegant, vertical style 
case designed to safely transport your Chromebook® and 
iPad® or other tablets and laptops in style. 

Vert 3.0

Flak Jacket Slim

The Flak Jacket Slim, provides convenient protection for 
your laptop in a compact design. Whether transporting 
by its comfortable handle or inside your backpack, the 
FJ Slim protects your laptop in any situation.

Instantly turn any backpack into a protective laptop case 
with the affordable and easy to use, Drop-In. While stored 
in your backpack, the laptop easily slides in and out, 
protecting it from drops, scratches and damage.

Drop In

The well-armored Flak Jacket Plus protects your 
laptop with the perfect combination of protection 
and size in a slim, lightweight design.It combines 
highly shock-absorbing foam with corrugated plastic 
stiffeners to deliver complete protection.

Flak Jacket Plus 3.0

FJ3.0-11GRY

FJSlIM011GRY

13/14”

FJS013

13/14”

FJ3.0-13/14PLGRY

DROP011GRY

13/14”

DROP013

VRT3.0-011GRY VRT3.0-013GRY
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Shoulder Strap

Add the Higher Ground Shoulder strap to any compatible case for 
comfortable carrying. The strap is adjustable to fit everyone from 
small children through tall adults and features a comfortable
non-slip shoulder pad. 

The Power Pocket instantly adds extra storage to your 
compatible Higher Ground case for a charger, mouse or any other 
accessories. The full length zipper provides quick access. 

Currently compatible
with the Shuttle 3.0

Currently compatible with:

Datakeeper Flak Jacket Slim Shuttle 3.0 Flak Jacket Plus 3.0

Power Pocket

Higher Ground has decades of experience, designing custom 
solutions for OEM’s and educators.  With adequate quantity and 
lead time, customers may choose custom color fabrics, add your 
logo or even design a completely new solution for specific devices 
or needs.  Most in-stock solutions may also be embroidered or 
screen printed. 

Customization

Accessories and Customization
PP001GRY

SS002
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Protex Folio Pro
 Functional Protection for your iPad pro 9.7” or 5th Gen 2017 iPad

The PROTEx Folio protects and makes your iPad easier to 
use and hold than ever before. Higher Ground’s exclusive 
X-strap system secures the ipad right to your hand. 
An inset, molded frame provides protection where it’s 
needed the most.  Sound channels redirect the iPad’s 
audio to the front, where it belongs.  The multi-position 
stand provides comfortable low or high viewing angles.   
ID and asset tag windows help with quick identification.  
The hard cover is cleanable and non-slip, so it stays 
put where you want it.  The PROTEx is thin enough for 
classroom cart use and provides easy access to charging 
port. 

➊  Protective TPU frame shields the iPad from 
accidental damage while providing easy installation.
➋ Foldable stand lets you use in viewing mode and 
typing mode.
➌ Front facing sound channels direct and amplify 
sound forward
➍ X-strap creates a comfortable confident hold when 
walking around.
➎ Separated ID and asset tag window.
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iPad Solutions

The TPU molded PROTEx protects not only your iPad  it 
makes it easier and more comfortable to hold. The flared 
edges add extra protection in the areas that need it the 
most. Compact enough to fit in most slots and bags, yet 
protective enough to survive most students. 

Protex

Protex Folio

Protex Folio Pro

The PROTEx Folio not only defends your iPad, it makes 
it easier and more comfortable to hold. A molded TPU 
frame adds extra protection in the areas that need it 
most, the edges and corners. The folio’s stand can be 
configured in either an upright viewing mode or lower 
stance typing position.

The PROTEx Folio Pro guards your iPad while making it 
easier and more comfortable to hold. The molded TPU 
frame provides extra protection in the areas that need 
it most, the edges and corners.  Multi-position stand, 
silicone X-strap and ID windows complete this solution. 

5th Gen 
(2017)

5th Gen 
(2017)

PRTXAIR PRTXAIR

PRTXFOLIO-AIR

PRTXFOLIO-PRO PRTXFOLIO-2017

PRTXFOLIO-AIR2

PRTXAIR2



COMPUTER HARDWARE IS YOUR LOCAL HIGHER GROUND DEALER

2720 Old Fair Rd
(308) 384-6939
GRAND ISLAND:

2315 2nd Ave
(308) 234-9335
KEARNEY:

235 S 70th St
(402) 483-6400
LINCOLN:

1001 W 2nd St
(402) 463-3456
HASTINGS:




